INTRODUCTION
============

A wide variety of human diseases have been linked to non-synonymous SNPs (nsSNPs), also called Missense Variants, which result in an alteration of the amino acid sequence of the encoded protein and can affect the function, solubility or structure of the mutated protein. Today, with the huge amount of protein information available in various biomedical databases, it is now possible to better understand the correlation between a nsSNP and the associated phenotypes.

Several methods ([@gks474-B1]) have been developed to predict the effects of nsSNPs on the 3D structure of a protein and its function, based on the hypothesis that variants that modify the structure/function at the molecular level are more likely to be deleterious. The methods can be divided into two main categories: (i) sequence-based methods using multiple sequence alignments and incorporating different approaches to quantify residue conservation: SIFT ([@gks474-B2]), PANTHER ([@gks474-B3]), SNAP([@gks474-B4]) and SNP/GO ([@gks474-B5]) and (ii) methods combining sequence and 3D structure features such as the widely used Polyphen-2 ([@gks474-B6]), nsSNPAnalyzer ([@gks474-B7]) and SNPs3D ([@gks474-B8]). Most of these methods can classify a nsSNP as either deleterious (strong functional effect) or neutral (weak functional effect) with high accuracy. However, they only provide a final score and in general, no information is provided that could be used to evaluate the classification and to estimate the relationships between genotypic and phenotypic variation.

To overcome these limitations, the KD4v (Comprehensible Knowledge Discovery System for Missense Variant) server aims to discover, exploit and provide the user with links between the computed impact of a mutation and the human disease phenotype. We applied the ILP method ([@gks474-B9]) to a set of nsSNPs involved in human diseases that are mapped to 3D structure and annotated by the MSV3d (MisSense Variant mapped to 3D structure) pipeline ([@gks474-B10]). KD4v provides two complementary services: (i) a knowledgebase consisting of ILP rules based on 16 sequence/structure/evolution predicates that characterize deleterious mutations in any human gene and that can be interpreted by biologists and (ii) a tool for mutation prediction based on the ILP rules with performances similar to the most widely used methods: PolyPhen-2 and SIFT. In addition, the KD4v server links the human genes to a rich set of up-to-date information encompassing tissue expression, protein-protein interactions or phenotypic descriptions hosted by SM2PH ([@gks474-B11]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Missense variant annotation
---------------------------

The nsSNPs observed in all human proteins were annotated by the MSV3d pipeline, which automatically performs a sequence/structure/evolution analysis and has been shown to be robust and efficient ([@gks474-B6],[@gks474-B12]). This includes various parameters which describe, among others, the physico-chemical changes induced by the amino acid substitution, the conservation pattern of the mutated residue, the status of mutated residues with respect to functional features. In KD4v, this multi-level sequence-based characterization of nsSNPs is complemented by parameters related to 3D models or the 3D Fold classification in SCOP ([@gks474-B13]). This results in pre-computed annotations for over 63 000 known nsSNPs in the 10 713 proteins with known or modelled 3D structures currently available. In addition, the user can also request a prediction for any new or unknown missense variant, if the protein can be mapped to a 3D structure.

The characterization of the background conservation and exploitation of the different types of evolutionary data has been described in detail previously ([@gks474-B10]). Briefly, we used MACSIMS ([@gks474-B14]) to annotate a multiple alignment, containing both Uniprot and PDB sequences, with information such as: (i) taxonomic data, (ii) functional descriptions, (iii) known domains or domains similar to a known 3D structure, (iv) potential disordered regions, (v) blocks that do not correspond to disordered regions or known domains but that are conserved at the family or subfamily level and thus may constitute uncharacterized domains and (vi) conservation pattern of domains and residues. If the variant position is mapped to an identified 3D structure, the structural context of each individual mutation is modelled based on several descriptors combining sequence/structure-related data using several software tools such as MODELLER ([@gks474-B15]), CSU ([@gks474-B16]), I-Mutant ([@gks474-B17]). Details of the predicates used in the KD4v server and computational methods/software are provided on the KD4v help page.

Dataset compilation and computer resource
-----------------------------------------

We used the variant set from the Polyphen-2 training set ([@gks474-B6]) extracted from SwissVar ([@gks474-B18]) to train and test the KD4v server. Only nsSNPs that are mapped to 3D structures were retained and randomly split into a training set (6000 disease-causing mutations associated with distinct 881 OMIM phenotypes and 2000 neutral polymorphisms) and a first validation set (658 disease-causing variants associated with 311 distinct OMIM phenotypes and 298 neutral polymorphisms). We also created a second validation set (173 disease-causing mutations associated with distinct 39 OMIM phenotypes and 179 neutral polymorphisms), in which not only variants, but also protein sequences, were different in the training and validation sets. Our goal is to predict the deleterious nature of human variants, i.e. those variants associated with disease phenotypes, and it should be noted that these datasets do not specifically identify mutations that have a weaker effect on the function of the protein. The datasets are available for download from our website.

To guarantee a permanent powerful CPU resource for the KD4v server, we deployed the software on the Décrypthon grid ([@gks474-B19]) including a total of 58 machines and 475 processors under the AIX operating system distributed on six nodes.

Induction logic programming implementation
------------------------------------------

Induction Logic Programming (ILP) combines Machine Learning and Logic Programming ([@gks474-B9]). Briefly, given a formal encoding of the background knowledge and a set of examples, an ILP system will derive hypotheses explaining all positive examples and none, or almost none, negative examples. In this approach, logic is used as a language to induce hypotheses from the examples and background knowledge. The result of the learning step is a set of rules represented as logical formula, typically a Prolog program, that can be reused as a prediction service. The creation of the KD4v is based on distinct predicates deduced from the multi-level characterization provided by MSV3d ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks474/DC1)) and involves various steps detailed in [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks474/DC1). We have limited our study to the task of discriminating the mutations linked to human diseases (deleterious) from those associated with the 'polymorphism' term (neutral). Thus, a positive example in Prolog syntax is defined as: 'is_deleterious(m_Q92947.p.Gly390Ala)' which indicates that, in protein Q92947, the replacement of the glycine at position 390 by an alanine is deleterious.

The implementation of the server also includes the optimization of the predicates using a 5-fold cross-validation on the training set with standard performance indicators including sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure (see legend of [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks474/DC1) for a complete description). Thus, the final ILP model consists of 16 predicates ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks474/DC1)) which can be separated into two major types: predicates describing the mutated residue or protein (functional and structural features) and predicates describing the physical, chemical or structural changes introduced by the substitution.

KD4v RULE SERVICE
=================

Currently, the server hosts 111 rules that are comprehensible by humans. These ILP rules can be used, for example, to uncover the relationships between the deleterious effect of a mutation and the multi-class conservation pattern or the type of the physico-chemical alterations (e.g. size, charge and hydrophobicity) introduced by the substitution. [Figure 1](#gks474-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows some induced rules on the web page. To illustrate how to interpret ILP rules, we can consider the humvar398_44 rule: "deleterious(A) :-modif_charge(A, charge_increase) andmodif_hydrophobicity(A, hydrophobicity_decrease) andsecondary_struc(A, helix) and wt_accessibility(A, buried) andmut_accessibility(A, buried)." Figure 1.ILP rules. The first column provides a link to the positive (deleterious mutations) and negative (neutral mutations) examples covered by a given rule and that can be seen by clicking on the + icon. The second column provides the rule identifier (Id). The next two columns provide the 'if' and 'then' clauses of the induced rules. The two right most columns indicate the number of positive and negative examples covered by the rule in each row.

This rule states that a mutation A is deleterious if: (i) the charge of the residue is increased by the mutation; (ii) its hydrophobicity is decreased; (iii) the residue is found in a helix; (iv) the wild-type residue is buried; and (v) the mutant residue is also buried. This rule correctly identified 191 (3.18% of the 6000 studied) deleterious mutations, while misclassifying five neutral mutations as deleterious (0.25% of the 2000 neutral mutations in the training set).

KD4v PREDICTION SERVICE
=======================

Input and output
----------------

KD4v provides a service aimed at estimating nsSNP effects based on the ILP rules. It can be accessed via the web interface or via the SOAP Web Service, which can be downloaded from the website. The input form of the web interface ([Figure 2](#gks474-F2){ref-type="fig"}a) is supported by Ajax to facilitate the identification of the protein accession number and the location of a mutation on the protein sequence or on the schematic 3D map provided. Given the input data, the MSV3d pipeline generates a multi-level characterization of the variant to be predicted. If a 3D model is available, these values are translated into prolog facts, which then become the input for the prediction service. Thanks to the Prolog engine, the deductive reasoning process immediately derives a conclusion (deleterious or neutral nsSNP) with identified rules. [Figure 2](#gks474-F2){ref-type="fig"}b shows the KD4v output for the substitution Gly138Phe in the human peroxisomal biogenesis factor 3, predicted to be deleterious. In the 3D model of this protein, which is involved in the Zellweger syndrome, this residue is buried and located in one of the central helices shaping the protein fold. Analyzing the rule associated with this deleterious prediction, it can be seen that, although this residue is not highly conserved (67% identity which corresponds to the rank2 in our conservation pattern classification), the gain in hydrophobic contact and the decrease in the overall stability might be responsible for the deleterious effect. Figure 2.(**a**) Screenshot of the input form of the prediction service. (**b**) Screenshot of the output page providing the prediction results as well as the multi-level characterizations of the mutation. The rules are described if the variant is 'deleterious'. The annotated information related to the mutated position can be visualized in the MSV3d interface on the right.

Prediction evaluation
---------------------

We compared the performance of our ILP-based prediction service with two widely used methods: SIFT and PolyPhen-2. The different measures of predictive performance are reported for two independent nsSNP validation sets ([Tables 1](#gks474-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#gks474-T2){ref-type="table"}). The accuracy (72.28% in [Table 1](#gks474-T1){ref-type="table"}, 75.57% in [Table 2](#gks474-T2){ref-type="table"}) and F-measure (78.61% in [Table 1](#gks474-T1){ref-type="table"}, 71.52% in [Table 2](#gks474-T2){ref-type="table"}) indicate that the KD4v prediction service based on ILP is comparable to SIFT and PolyPhen-2 (although PolyPhen-2 is more accurate on one of the validation sets) and thus represents a competitive alternative solution. Moreover, the KD4v provides ILP rules associated with deleterious predictions that are more interpretable than the previous prediction methods. These rules should help to improve the understanding of the relationships between physico-chemical and structural features and deleterious mutations. Table 1.Comparison of prediction methods based on the PolyPhen-2 validation set \[658 disease-causing (OMIM phenotype) mutations and 298 neutral polymorphisms\]TPFPFNTNSensitivitySpecificityPrecisionRecallAccuracyF-measureSIFT398382602600.60490.87250.91280.60490.68830.7276PolyPhen-2576111771840.88210.62370.83840.88210.80170.8597KD4v487941712040.74010.68460.83820.74010.72280.7861 Table 2.Comparison of prediction methods based on the validation set that excludes proteins present in the training set (173 disease-causing mutations (OMIM phenotype) and 179 neutral polymorphisms)TPFPFNTNSensitivitySpecificityPrecisionRecallAccuracy*F*-measureSIFT10623671560.61270.87150.82170.61270.74430.702PolyPhen-213970341090.80350.60890.66510.80350.70450.7278KD4v10821651580.62430.88270.83720.62430.75570.7152

CONCLUSION
==========

The KD4v server uses the available or modelled 3D structures and information provided by the MSV3d pipeline to characterize and predict the phenotypic effect of a mutation. The main advantages of KD4v are (i) valuable predicates and ILP rules associated with the predictions, allowing biologists to identify deleterious mutations and interpret the results, (ii) an ergonomic web interface, incorporating the comprehensive annotation of missense variants, complemented with a SOAP-based remote API for multiple predictions. Furthermore, the effects of any unknown missense variant (1 of approximately 32 000 000 variants corresponding to all positions of mapped 3D structures and all possible amino acid replacements) can be predicted upon request by the user. In the future, we will extend the background knowledge, first by adding structural surface topology descriptions ([@gks474-B20]) of the proteins, allowing the precise mapping of different functional regions such as the protein core and the non-interacting or interacting surfaces, and second, by integrating useful knowledge about the functional impact of missense variants from the SNPdbe database ([@gks474-B21]). Finally, we intend to enhance the prediction performance by combining ILP with other machine learning methods.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks474/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, Supplementary Figure 1.
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